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ABSTRACT
It is common sense among experts that visual attention
plays an important role in perception, being necessary for
obtaining salient information about the surroundings. It
may be the “glue” that binds simple visual features into an
object [1]. Having proposed a spatiotemporal model for
visual attention in the past, we elaborate on this work and
use it for video classification. Our claim is that simple
visual features bound to spatiotemporal salient regions will
better represent the video content. Hence, we expect that
feature vectors extracted from these regions will enhance
the performance of the classifier. We present statistics on
sports sequences of five different categories that verify our
claims.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image and video classification is an important, unsolved
problem in multimedia content understanding that requires
bridging the gap between the target semantic categories, or
classes, and the low-level visual descriptors that can be
automatically obtained. At the same time, it is a valuable
tool towards other applications like object detection and
recognition, visual content description, semantic metadata
generation, indexing and retrieval.
In unsupervised classification, the classes are not
known a priori, therefore the problem is typically handled
through clustering, utilizing tools like expectation
maximization (EM) [5], vector quantization [3] or kmeans [4]. On the other hand, in supervised classification,
the classes are known and utilized by a learning
mechanism. The class models used can be based on the
description of the classes themselves, typically employing
again the above techniques, on the definition of limits
between classes, employing support vector machines
(SVM) [5], or on implicit modeling using neural networks.
In all cases, it is commonly believed that in order to
achieve robust global classification, i.e. without prior
object detection or recognition, it is crucial to select an
appropriate set of visual descriptors that usually have to
capture the particular properties of a specific domain and
the distinctive characteristics of each image class. For

instance, local color descriptors and global color
histograms are used in indoor/outdoor classification [9] to
detect e.g. vegetation (green) or sea (blue). Edge direction
histograms are employed for city/landscape classification
[6] since city images typically contain horizontal and
vertical edges. Additional motion descriptors are also used
for sports video shot classification [7, 8], while other
alternatives are orientations, contours, texture models and
DCT or wavelet coefficients [9].
Even in specific domains and appropriately selected
descriptors, `classification usually fails in cases of closeup scenes (e.g., faces). If we could select the regions in an
image or video that best describe its content, a classifier
could be trained on such regions and learn efficiently to
differentiate between different classes. This would also
decrease the dependency on descriptor selection or feature
formulation. In the absence of prior knowledge or object
detection, [10] suggests a selection of video shots based
on their homogeneity to cluster TV programs, while also
employing a spatiotemporal volume representation that
efficiently captures the dynamic nature of video
sequences.
Selecting this small fraction of important information
in a way similar to the human optical system is the main
task of the selective visual attention (VA) process.
Saliency-based attention has been computationally
modeled in the last decade by Itti and Koch, [2], and
seems to provide a reasonable first step towards the
understanding of the visual input. Bottom-up attention,
i.e., employing no a priori knowledge, has been employed
as a pre-processing step towards more complex tasks like
object recognition [11]. In our previous work [12, 13], we
have extended Itti et al.’s scheme towards a
spatiotemporal VA model that treats the temporal
dimension of a video sequence as an intrinsic feature and
provides a unifying framework to analyze the spatial and
temporal video organization. In this work, we employ this
model to video content classification, claiming that
selective attention in the absence of knowledge, object
recognition or domain-specific feature selection, can
provide a powerful tool to train the classifier on

spatiotemporal salient regions that better represent the
video content.
II. SPATIOTEMPORAL VISUAL ATTENTION
In this section we briefly describe our earlier work [12,
13] towards extending the saliency-based visual attention
of Itti et al. [2] to the spatiotemporal domain. Under the
spatiotemporal framework, we treat the video sequence as
a video volume with temporal evolution being the third
dimension. The acquired frames form a video volume by
stacking them one of top of the other. This volume is
decomposed into a set of distinct “channels” such as
luminance, red, green, blue, yellow hues and various
orientations. The number and response properties of these
filters have been chosen according to what is known of
their neuronal equivalents in the early stages of visual
processing in primates. Each of these feature volumes
encodes a certain property of the video.
After obtaining the spatiotemporal data formation, the
input volumes are morphologically filtered by a flat zone
approach to avoid spurious details or noisy areas that
might otherwise be erroneously attended by the proposed
system. Following the structure of the static image-based
approach of Itti et al., we then generate feature volumes
for each feature of interest, including intensity, color and
2D/3D orientation [13]. Every volume simultaneously
represents the spatial distribution and temporal evolution
of the encoded feature. A normalization operator is
responsible for enhancing the most salient subvolumes
inside them so as to prohibit non-important regions from
drastically affecting the result.
The process described above is performed at a number
of different spatiotemporal scales, to allow the model to
represent smaller and larger “events” in separate
subdivisions of these channels. This multiple scale
representation is obtained through Gaussian pyramids.
Center-surround operations, which are suitable for
detecting locations that locally stand out from their
surroundings, are implemented as differences between a
fine and a coarse scale for a given feature. Finally, a
linking stage fuses the separate volumes and produces a
saliency volume that represents interesting events as
enhanced (in terms of intensity) spatiotemporal regions.
Fig. 1 illustrates all intermediate steps of the proposed
model.
III. SUBVOLUME SELECTION & FEATURE
EXTRACTION
The final saliency volume encodes the per voxel saliency
of the original video. Obtaining a meaningful
spatiotemporal segmentation of the saliency volume is not
a simple and straightforward task. In this paper we focus
our research on the usefulness of spatiotemporal attention
for learning and classification. Hence, we adopt a simple
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Figure 1. Spatiotemporal VA architecture. The feature
extraction stage and the saliency volume generation are shown.

segmentation technique that allows for non-hard
thresholding and labeling of the various salient
subvolumes. K-means is used to partition the final volume
into regions of different saliency. Voxels are clustered in
terms of their saliency value (intensity of each voxel) and
a predefined number of clusters is extracted. After
ordering the clusters in increasing order of saliency, we
discard the less salient one and label the rest.
The reasoning on the previous procedure is related to
the feature extraction process that follows. We expect that
the less salient region is not representative of the video
and therefore features extracted from such a region could
confuse the classifier and increase the classification error.
In order to emphasize on the performance
improvement achieved by the spatiotemporal saliency
learning, we calculate the same simple features both on
each separate (labeled) salient subvolume and the whole
video volume. For this, we use color histograms to
represent the color distribution among the RGB channels
and a set of co-occurrence features for texture. Global
color histograms are simple descriptors, fast to compute,
and scale/rotation invariant; they also work on partial
images. To keep the feature space low, we calculate color
histograms by quantizing them in a small number of bins
and obtain four texture measurements, namely entropy,
inertia, energy and homogeneity from the co-occurrence
matrix.
In order to formulate the above features into a single
vector, we keep the three most salient regions, and, for
each one, we encode the color histograms using 8 bins per
color channel (i.e., 24 elements per region), and the
texture features using each of the above measurements for
4 different region slices (i.e., 16 elements per region). The
total size of each feature vector is thus 120.

IV. SVM CLASIFFIER
An SVM [5] performs pattern recognition for dichotomic
classification problems (binary classification). It
maximizes the distance between a hyperplane w and the
closest samples to it, with the constraint that the samples
from the two classes lie on separate classes of the
hyperplane. These closest points are called support
vectors. Given a training set of instance-label pairs
( xi , yi ), i = 1,..., l where x i ∈ ℜ n and y ∈ {−1,1}l , the
SVMs require the solution of the following optimization
problem:
l
1
(1)
min w T w + C ∑ ξ i
w,b ,ξ 2
i =1

(

)

s.t. y i w T φ (x i ) + b ≥ 1 − ξ i , ξ i ≥ 0
where the training data xi are mapped to a higher
dimensional space by function φ and the second term of
(1) is the penalty term with parameter C.
The multi-class classification problem is commonly
solved by a decomposition to several binary problems for
which the standard binary SVM can be used. The oneagainst-all decomposition is often applied. In this case the
classification problem to k classes is countered by training
k different classifiers, each one trained to distinguish the
examples in a single class from the examples in all
remaining classes. When it is desired to classify a new
example, the k classifiers are run, and the classifier which
outputs the largest (most positive) value is chosen.
In this work, we train the SVM classifiers using the
linear kernel after appropriately selecting a model. For
model selection we perform a “grid-search” on the
regularization parameter C = {20 , 21 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 } using 5fold cross-validation. After obtaining the parameter that
yields the lowest testing error, we perform a refined search
in a shorter range and obtain the final parameter value,
C=5, which is selected for the classifiers.
V. LEARNING FROM SALIENCY
A. Experimental Setup
To demonstrate the potential of the proposed scheme we
select a number of videos from five different sports.
Soccer, swimming, basketball, boxing and snooker are the
five predefined classes of shots we use for conducting our
experiments. Each class includes far- and near-field views,
close-ups on players and frames where all the playfield,
players and audience are present. The length of the shots
ranges from 6 to 7 seconds. All clips, each consisting of a
single shot, are resized to have the same spatial
dimensions and were manually annotated as belonging to
either of the given classes. The spatiotemporal saliency
volume was obtained using our algorithm that includes 3D
orientation as a feature volume [13], as explained in

Figure 2. Indicative results on salient region extraction for
soccer, swimming, basketball, boxing and snooker sequences.

section 2. The saliency volume is clustered as described in
section 3. Non-salient regions are discarded and features
are extracted from each remaining region. Fig. 2 shows
indicative frames of each class and the obtained saliency
masks corresponding to the three most salient regions. The
third column shows the mask superimposed on the
corresponding frame of the initial video. Representative
results
can
be
found
at
http://www.image.ntua.gr/~rap/vlbv05/VA/cla
ss

B. Results
Results in the form of confusion matrices are given in
Tables 1 and 2. Each row shows the classification of
ground truth, with the last two being the precision and
recall for each class. For example, the first row of Table 1
shows that 16 soccer video shots are misclassified into
snooker shots in the case of classification without using
spatiotemporal saliency region selection.
Table 1 shows that the classification of swimming,
basketball and boxing are quite good. Almost no
classification errors are reported for these classes.
Nevertheless, the soccer class seems to be misclassified as
snooker and basketball. The overall classification error on

the test data for the multiclass problem in the case of no
region selection is 25.58%. Table 2 shows the obtained
results using spatiotemporal salient region selection. There
is an improvement and the error falls to 16.28%.
Table 1. Confusion matrix of test data after classification on
whole video (testing error: 25.58%).
Soccer
Swim.
Basket. Boxing Snook.
Soccer
4
4
12
0
16
Swimming
0
36
0
0
0
Basketball
0
0
32
0
0
Boxing
0
0
4
36
0
Snooker
8
0
0
0
24
Precision
0,333
0,900
0,667
1,000
0,600
Recall
0,111
1,000
0,889
1,000
0,667

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied and experimented on the
potential of spatiotemporal saliency to enhance the
performance of a SVM classifier in learning and
classifying sports clips. The results are promising and
show that the proposed region selection improves the
classification accuracy, regardless of the simple features
employed, which are independent of the specific domains
tested. In the future, we plan to extend our experiments on
a larger database, which will possibly include more
categories of sports videos, and explore more robust
features to further improve the classification performance.
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Table 2. Confusion matrix of test data after classification on
salient regions (testing error: 16.28%).
Soccer
Swim.
Basket. Boxing Snook.
Soccer
24
4
8
4
4
Swimming
0
36
0
0
0
Basketball
0
4
28
0
0
Boxing
4
0
8
24
0
Snooker
0
0
0
0
32
Precision
0,857
0,818
0,636
0,857
0,889
Recall
0,545
0,818
0,636
0,545
0,727
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